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The Digital Presidential Election Team  at The Danish Broadcasting Company is hereby submitted for 
the NODA Award 2017.

The editorial team was assembled in the fall of 2016 to serve as a temporary digital spearhead to 
cover the American presidential election, and was based in DR’s Investigative Data Team. The pur-
pose of the editorial team was to make the presidential election relevant to the Danes through 
original, digital coverage on dr.dk.

The Digital Presidential Election Team is recommended for the NODA Award 2017 for 
it’s unique and innovative digital solutions to well-known formats in election coverage.

Any election coverage entails a series of evergreens like presenting results, portraying candidates, 
explaining the election system and giving an overview of the different candidates’ positions. 

The defining characteristic for DR’s digital coverage has been that many of these evergreens has 
been presented in new and surprising ways that are tailored for the smartphone screen and 
functionality.
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Why should the 
Danish people pay 
interest to the elec-
tion of the president 
in a foreign country? 
That was the question 
our team decided to 
answer. By building 
original digital appli-
cations we told the 
Danes facts about the 
American society and 
politicians in a new, 
creative form which 
ensured the election 
got as close to the 
Danish readers as 
possible. And they 
liked it. Our twin-bio 
application about the 
candidates was one 
of the most read arti-
cles at dr.dk in the 
year 2016.

Katrine Birkedal 
Frich - Editor

The same point is valid for the team’s bid on a well told, digital 
portrait of the two presidential candidates. Without slacking on 
the insight, the lives of the two candidates, the team made a 
compressed digital portrait, where the visual elements support 
central ups and downs in each candidate’s life. The readers can 
scroll through a road starting at the candidates’ childhood homes 
and ending at the doorstep of the White House. 

The graphic is playful like a small computer game. The readers 
decide their own pace and can decide for themselves if they want 
to read all the elements, which are again tailored for smart-
phones.

The double portrait of Clinton and Trump is a proof that original 
digital journalism is not a copy of neither newspaper, television 
nor radio. Digital journalism is a genre of its own that delivers yet 
another opening into election coverage. 

When you combine good quality journalism, beautiful graphics 
and tailormade coding, you get both unique content and unique 
formats. The team succeeds to make this point clear with this 
double portrait. 

Double portrait of the candidates
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How do you, for example, give an overview of the 
American society voting on the 8th of November? 
In this case the team chose to collect data on 55 
different subjects that was compared to Danish 
conditions. The idea was to make relevant facts as 
incarceration rate, average wages, level of educa-
tion, fertility rate, geographical facts and voter 
turnout relevant to the Danish readers. The solution 
to this goal was a graphic, where the readers could 
entertain the thought of how different our own 
society would be, if we translated the American 
conditions to Denmark. 

Every single one these 55 different facts was calcu-
lated, analyzed and then described in an extremely 
short text format, which would end up being 
presented in a Tinder-like graphic, where the reader 
could swipe though a long series of facts. A simple 
light-weight solution to display a thorough and 
comprehensive dataset.
With this solution, the team could deliver a playful 
and original graphical bid on the presentation of a 
heavy subject using data about the American socie-
ty without compromising on research and rele-
vance.

1 2 3
If Denmark were USA…
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“Super nice application from the talented DR Data Desk. Gives a easy 
and great overview of who they are, the two who are on their way to 
the White House.”
@GerdMay

“How did Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump get where they are today? 
Danish Broadcasting Corp shows you”
@CNNData

“Well done! Great presentation of the two parallel and not least the 
over-lapping stories.”
@Peterbrodersen

The team has further delivered an overview of the candidates’ positions on a string of central sub-
jects in the election, a video-explainer about the American election system, articles about a rise in 
the number of murders and data stories about employees in Danish companies financially support-
ing the campaigns.

Overall the team’s contribution to the coverage of the presidential election 2016 appears as 
an original, innovative digital coverage at it’s very best. 
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Publications (link embedded)
Type of digital content Headline on dr.dk

Interactive graphic Double portrait: Candidates on the road to power

Interactive graphic GRAPHIC Get the overview of Trump and Clintons positions

Slide-show (mobile) Why don’t the Danes like Trump?

Slide-show (mobile) Trumps European supporters

Article + graphic FBI presents a sad statistic: The number of murders have risen for 
the first time in years

Article + graphic The number of murders have risen most in the large cities

Article + graphic If Denmark had an election system like USA, the Danish Parliament would 
consist of 78 % Social Democrats

Explainer Video: Understand the American election system in two minutes

Video-article Trumps narrow path to the White House

Article + graphic Clinton and Trump receives financial support from employees in 
Danish firms

Article + graphic Danish firms: Financial support from our employees furthers our interests

Interactive graphic GRAPHIC If Denmark were USA we would…

Article USA-expert: This is why the Americans are different

(This application is published in English as well)

http://www.dr.dk/nyheder/webdok/kandidaterne
https://www.dr.dk/nyheder/udland/valg-i-usa-2016/kandidaterne/grafik-faa-overblik-over-trump-og-clintons-holdninger
http://www.dr.dk/valg-i-usa-2016/webdok/trumpopbakning
http://www.dr.dk/valg-i-usa-2016/webdok/trumpfans
http://www.dr.dk/nyheder/udland/valg-i-usa-2016/fbi-praesenterer-trist-statistik-antallet-af-drab-stiger-foerste-gang
http://www.dr.dk/nyheder/udland/valg-i-usa-2016/fbi-praesenterer-trist-statistik-antallet-af-drab-stiger-foerste-gang
http://www.dr.dk/nyheder/udland/valg-i-usa-2016/hvis-danmark-havde-usas-valgsystem-ville-folketinget-bestaa-af-78
http://www.dr.dk/nyheder/udland/valg-i-usa-2016/videografik-forstaa-usas-forvirrende-valgsystem-lynhurtigt
http://www.dr.dk/nyheder/udland/valg-i-usa-2016/video-her-er-trumps-snaevre-vej-til-det-hvide-hus
http://www.dr.dk/nyheder/udland/valg-i-usa-2016/video-her-er-trumps-snaevre-vej-til-det-hvide-hus
https://www.dr.dk/nyheder/udland/valg-i-usa-2016/clinton-og-trump-faar-partistoette-fra-ansatte-i-danske-firmaer
https://www.dr.dk/nyheder/udland/valg-i-usa-2016/danske-firmaer-partistoette-fra-ansatte-fremmer-vores-interesser
http://www.dr.dk/nyheder/udland/valg-i-usa-2016/grafik-hvis-danmark-var-usa-var-vi
http://www.dr.dk/nyheder/udland/valg-i-usa-2016/usa-kender-derfor-er-amerikanerne-saa-anderledes



